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For developing innovative systems architectures, modeling and optimization techniques have
been central to frame the architecting process and define the optimization and modeling prob-
lems [1]. In this context, for system-of-systems the use of efficient dedicated approaches (often
physics-based simulations) is highly recommended to reduce the computational complexity of the
targeted applications. However, exploring novel architectures using such dedicated approaches
might pose challenges for optimization algorithms, including increased evaluation costs and
potential failures. To address these challenges, surrogate-based optimization algorithms, such as
Bayesian optimization utilizing Gaussian process models have emerged. The proposed solution
relies mainly on leveraging the capabilities of ONERA and DLR software as well as other
open-source solutions. In fact, for this purpose we leverage the use of the ONERA software
SEGOMOE [2] (Super-Efficient Global Optimization with Mixture of Experts) based on surro-
gate models from SMT [3] (Surrogate Modeling Toolbox) to handle hierarchical variables. We
also used the DLR software SBArchOpt [4] to interface optimizers with architecture models like
OpenTurbofanArchitecting [5]. The hierarchical variables support in SMT enables an effective
representation of design decisions, enhancing optimization outcome. In particular, this paper
demonstrates SEGOMOE capabilities to help solving realistic architecture aircraft engine test
problems that are defined within the DLR OpenTurbofanArchitecting software [6]. Through
empirical evaluations and case studies, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our integrated
approach in optimizing jet engine architecture design under real-world constraints, includ-
ing hidden constraints. This work contributes to advancing the field of system architecture
optimization and offers valuable insights for future research in surrogate-based optimization
techniques.

I. Introduction

In the context of the European Union (EU) funded COLOSSUS project∗ (Collaborative System-of-systems exploration
of aviation products, services and business models) led by DLR, and in which both ONERA and DLR interact, several

methods to analyze and optimize systems-of-system (SoS) are investigated. In particular, the first use case is to create
a business model for sustainable 4D-intermodal mobility evaluating the concept for performance, competitiveness,
environmental impact and life cycle footprint as shown in Figure 1. To do so, new aircraft configurations with a lower
footprint on the environment (also known as Eco-aircraft design) have seen a resurgence of interest [7–9] and, for really
short-range passenger air transport, two types of aircraft are investigated besides other vehicles such as trains. The first
aircraft is an all-electric vertical take-off and landing aircraft concept designed to improve 4D Intermodal Mobility.
Multi-role considerations for this vehicle include its use in the Aerial Wildfire Fighting use case. The entry into service
is assumed to be 2030. The second aircraft is a multi-Role Seaplane that is the first of its kind in CS23 class to be
designed considering mobility and wildfire fighting requirements. Role-specific configurations of the seaplane are to be
designed considering commonality, manufacturing, and operational requirements. The development of the multi-role

∗https://colossus-sos-project.eu/project/
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seaplane is being explored within two distinct temporal horizons: the short-term scenario with an Entry into Service by
2035, and the long-term targeting EIS by 2050.

Fig. 1 COLOSSUS EU project Sustainable Intermodal Mobility use case.

The reminder of this paper is as follows. Section II introduces surrogate modeling for computationally expensive
black-box functions. Using those surrogates, in Section III, we describe the multi-objective constrained Bayesian
optimization framework considering mixed hierarchical decision variables. Then, Section IV presents the way
architecture design problems are defined within the DLR software. Section V focuses on optimization techniques within
ONERA software to display joint software capabilities applied to an engine optimization. Conclusions and perspectives
are finally drawn in Section VI including intermodal mobility and short range aircraft optimization.

II. Efficient surrogate models of computationally expensive black-box simulations
In this context, one targets to minimize the footprint on the environment of the aircraft using a Multidisciplinary

Design Analysis (MDA) [10–12]. This is an example of a computationally expensive-to-evaluate (where derivatives are
not available) problem that could be encountered on industry. Therefore, it could be useful to use a surrogate model that
reduces computational cost of while giving a good approximation of the black-box simulation. The surrogate is often
built from a small expensive-to-evaluat data, Design of Experiments (DoE), set of known configurations. An example
of surrogate models in the context of aircraft design is given in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Drag polar and aerodynamic properties for an efficient supersonic air vehicle obtained from a surrogate
model for different Mach speed and sweep angles [13, Figure 3].
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Nevertheless, the process generally involves mixed continuous-categorical design variables. For instance, the size of
aircraft structural parts can be described using continuous variables; in case of thin-sheet stiffened sizing, they represent
panel thicknesses and stiffening cross-sectional areas. The set of discrete variables can encompass design variables such
as the number of panels, the list of cross sectional areas or the material choices.
Moreover, variables hierarchy often occurs in variable-size problems or within problems featuring technological
choices. For example, if a variable corresponds to the number of engines, the number of motors will vary accordingly.
Similarly, if the chosen motor is electric, a battery needs to be selected whereas no battery is needed for a thermal
motor. In consequence, some variables influence some others, leading to a hierarchy of variables. In this work,
we target to construct an inexpensive surrogate model 𝑓 for a black-box simulation 𝑓 . The function 𝑓 is typically
expensive-to-evaluate simulations with no exploitable derivative information. Gaussian Processes (GP) [14–19], also
called Kriging models, are known to be a good modelling strategy to define response surface models. Namely, we
will consider that our unknown black-box function 𝑓 is a realization of an underlying GP of mean 𝜇 𝑓 and of standard
deviation 𝑠 𝑓 , i.e.,

𝑓 ∼ 𝑓 = GP
(
𝜇 𝑓 , [𝑠 𝑓 ]2

)
. (1)

For a general problem involving categorical or integer variables, we proposed a dedicated GP in [20] extended to
high dimension in [21] and to hierarchical variables in [3]. Such models are available in open-source in SMT [3, 22].
SMT is developed in collaboration between ONERA, ISAE-SUPAERO, DLR, University of Michigan, University of
California San Diego, Polytechnique Montréal and NASA Glenn.

III. Multi-objective constrained Bayesian optimization with mixed hierarchical decisions
Once the GP model is defined, we can use it for infill search and for optimizing an expensive black-box function

through adaptive Bayesian Optimization (BO). In other words, we want to optimize a function by evaluating with
as few costly evaluations as possible. BO rely on GP models of the objective and constraint functions in order to
efficiently determine the most interesting design point to evaluate next. Once the infill point have been evaluated
using the expensive evaluation functions, the surrogate model is reconstructed and the process starts over, until some
termination criterion has been reached. Figure 3 visualizes the working principle of BO with, highlighted in red the
costly evaluations whose number is limited to a certain computational budget and in orange the GP surrogate models
from SMT for objective and constraint functions.

Fig. 3 The Bayesian optimization framework [1, Figure 2].
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For multi-objective optimization, which often occurs in air mobility or aircraft design cases, we extended BO in [23].
The algorithm is based on SEGOMOE [2] which is developed by ONERA and ISAE-SUPAERO. SEGOMOE builds a
specific GP for each constraints and optimizes iterative an acquisition function subject to the surrogates of constraints.
The approach used is based on the SEGO-UTB criterion developed in [24] and that has been successfully applied to the
BOMBARDIER BRAC aircraft in [8]. The computer simulation can crash from an unpredictable error within the code
and such crash problems are handled automatically with a GP classifier leading to a criterion named WB2S_FE [25, 26].

IV. Architecture design problems definition
At DLR, many works have been done to facilitate the definition of architecture design problems, in particular in

Bussemaker et al. [27, 28]. In particular, the Architecture Design Space Graph (ADSG) software allows to visualize
architecture problems and the DLR Architecture Design and Optimization Reasoning Environment (ADORE) software
allows its definition automatically. Moreover, the open-source SBArchOpt software [4] interfaces optimizers such as
SEGOMOE or SMARTy [29] with architecture problems and is the keystone of this paper. Most problems interfaced
are analytical but one developed in Bussemaker et al. [5] concerns an open-source architecture benchmark of jet engine
in the open-source software OpenTurbofanArchitecting featuring hidden constraints [6] with a failure rate of around
65%. To validate our methods and software, this test case will be used. With the different design choices implemented
in the benchmark problem, a total of 85 distinct engine architectures and approximately 1.3 million engine design points
can be generated taking all discrete variables into account as illustrated in Figure 4. Verification and validation showed
that the discipline results of the benchmark problem were very similar to actual engine data of the CFM LEAP-1C and
the Pratt & Whitney F100 engines.

Fig. 4 Turbofan Architecting choices [5, Figure 7].

From a software point of view, the overall final framework is described in Figure 5. DLR software is on the left
and ONERA software on the right. Similarly, open-source software is at the bottom and proprietary software at the
top. Note that SEGOMOE is not open-source but can be accessed through an ask-and-tell interface freely from the
open-source software ONERA WhatsOpt [30]. ADORE has been accessed through an interface and is available to all
European partners [5].
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Fig. 5 The framework used in this paper with DLR and ONERA software.

V. Architecture design problems optimization
In [5], a simple architecture problem with only 15 design variables and only conventional engine architectures

leads to a reduced number of 15 distinct engine architectures and 216 engine design points. This optimization problem
is mixed hierarchical and can be tackled by SEGOMOE thanks to the more recent advances in SMT 2.0 [3]. The
optimization problem of Table 1 is considered as in [1].

Table 1 Definition of the turbojet engine optimization problem.

Function/variable Nature Quantity Range

Minimize Thrust-specific fuel consumption cont 1
Total objectives 1

with respect to Bypass ratio cont 1 [2.0, 12.5]
Fan pressure ratio cont 1 [1.1, 1.8]
Overall pressure ratio cont 1 [1.1, 60.0]
pressure ratio factor in shaft(s)* cont 3 [0.1, 0.9]
Rotation speed of shaft(s)* cont 3 [1000, 20000] RPM
* only active if the corresponding shaft is included

Total continuous variables 9
𝑛shafts discrete 1 {1, 2, 3}
Power offtake discrete 1 {1, 2, 3}
Bleed offtake discrete 1 {1, 2, 3}

Total discrete variables 3
Include fan? cat 1 {𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒, 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒}
Include gearbox?† cat 1 {𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒, 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒}
Mixed nozzle?† cat 1 {𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒, 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒}
†only active if the fan is included

Total categorical variables 3
Total relaxed variables 18

subject to 𝑀jet < 1 cont 1
Sum of pressure ratio factor(s) < 0.9 cont 1
maxima of pressure ratio factor(s) in shaft(s) < 15 cont 3
Total constraints 5
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The problem introduced above includes several levels of activation hierarchy: bypass ratio 𝐵𝑃𝑅, fan pressure
ratio 𝐹𝑃𝑅, gearbox inclusion 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒𝐺𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑥 and mixed nozzle selection 𝑀𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑𝑁𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒 are only active if the
fan is included (𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒𝐹𝑎𝑛 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒); the gear ratio 𝐺𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 is only active if 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒𝐺𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑥 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒; and
shaft-related pressure ratio factors 𝑃𝑅 𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 ,𝑖 and rotational speeds 𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑖 are only active if a sufficient number of shafts
is selected. The power offtake 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑂 𝑓 𝑓 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 and bleed offtake 𝐵𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑂 𝑓 𝑓 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 selections are always active, however
are value-constrained by the available shafts. The problem additionally features 5 design constraints, constraining the
output jet Mach number 𝑀 𝑗𝑒𝑡 and pressure ratio distributions over the selected compressor stages (𝑃𝑅 𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 ,𝑠𝑢𝑚 and
𝑃𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖).

Additionally, the underlying thermodynamic cycle analysis and sizing code does not always converge, leading to a
hidden constraint being violated in approximately 50% of design points generated in a random DoE. Handbook methods
are added to calculate additional metrics such as noise level, NOx emissions, weight, and size. Note that thermodynamic
cycle analysis takes between 1 and 5 minutes to complete and is representative of an expensive-to-evaluate black-box
engineering problem. The corresponding code overview is given in Figure 6 and more information are given in [1].

Fig. 6 Turbofan architecting code overview [1, Figure 5].

For every of the 216 different engines, up to 9 continuous variables are to optimize. All these architectures have been
analyzed (Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption/Weight, Length/Diameter, Nox emissions/Noise) in Figure 7. In particular,
the minimal TSFC is of 6.633 g/kNs. The comparisons show that turbojets have higher TSFC and lower weight and
diameter than turbofans. Increasing shaft numbers reduces TSFC but increases length and weight due to additional
compressors. Geared turbofans achieve low TSFC by optimizing compressor and fan speeds while maintaining low
weight. UHBR turbofans reduce TSFC but increase weight due to larger engine diameter.
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(a) Jet engines compared for 4 technological choices.

(b) Jet engines compared with 1 to 3 shafts.

Fig. 7 Jet engine architectures analyses.

We use the problem implemented in SBArchOpt as SimpleTurbofanArch. The effectiveness of the Evolutionary
algorithm Non-Sorting Genetic Algorithm 2 [31] (NSGA-II) serve as a baseline for comparison in Table 2.

Table 2 Comparison of optimal TSFC values achieved for the jet engine problem. The number of function
evaluations 𝑁 𝑓 𝑒 (i.e., the computational budget) used to get the optimal value is also mentioned.

Algorithm 𝑁 𝑓 𝑒 TSFC [g/kNs]

SEGOMOE 60 6.679
SEGOMOE 300 6.673
NSGA-II 300 7.455
NSGA-II 1000 6.7

Table 2 shows highly improved optimization results with SEGOMOE algorithm compared to NSGA-II, in particular
with a small computational budget of 60 points, outperforming the evolutionary algorithm that need 17 times more
evaluations for the same results. The strength of Bayesian optimization is clearly displayed and has been extended to
many multi-objective aircraft design problems in [32] and in particular, it served in previous works to reduce the fuel
consumption of hybrid-electric aircraft [33].

VI. Conclusion
In conclusion, this paper has effectively demonstrated the synergistic capabilities of DLR and ONERA software

platforms, showcasing their integration abilities for efficient modeling and optimization of complex black-box aircraft
problems using limited computational resources. In particular, we leverage the SEGOMOE and SMT ONERA software
to efficiently model and optimize expensive-to-evaluate aircraft architecture black-box problems. Those problems were
defined thanks to the DLR ADORE OpenTurbofanArchitecting tools. Notably, we showcase the ability to collaborate in
an intermodal fashion, we relied on DLR open-source software SBArchOpt to underscore our joint commitment for
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innovation and collaboration. This in particular offers a comprehensive solution to intricate design problems with respect
to both modeling and optimization. Future works will include even more collaboration in an online DLR platform
named RCE [34] for both wildfire fighting and intermodal on-demand mobility concept of operations integration and
aircraft design optimization as presented in Section I.
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